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About This Game

Bizarre lands! Fantasy! Chaos!

You start off with the main chapter centered in the bizarre alien land as described in the book Gods and Nemesis: Leviathan
Seed. Additional chapters will be added allowing you to advance your character.

As the chapters are added for you to explore, Gods and Nemesis: of Ghosts from Dragons will unravel into a multiplayer open
sandbox RPG. One thing you will notice up front is every asset is crafted from scratch. Future chapters will include a survival-
based world that will invite you and your friends to adventure the main storyline, find side quests, unravel secrets, or create and
play your own epic quests within a truly alien environment. Once you get used to the asymmetrical world with its fresh layout
within the first chapters, future chapters will be released that include giving an open world experience. Are you an explorer or
dungeon crawler? Are you a survivalist or crafter? Maybe you want to begin creating your own quests as a modder-- the future

chapters will give you incredible options.

Features of this first chapter
• 1st chapter will be approximately one hour of average play

• Engaging storyline
• Intro to the alien world with in-game tutorials

• Several Side quests and Easter Eggs

The 1st chapter will be scheduled on the release date for free. Additional chapters will be added over time based on overall
support. Several chapters are already mapped out and will be available soon along with expanded content including the open
world experiences. Although these systems work, the project will require additional developers to create a steady stream of
content. In order to stand by my promise of releasing this game, I will release the 1st chapter which will have a great deal of
content in itself. I believe that this will inspire the needed support for the planned Gods and Nemesis universe. Keep in mind

that there is a unique burden of describing a truly alien world because there is little to relate with -- it must be played for
someone to understand its potential and appeal and this is why the first chapters are deeply story driven.
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Title: Gods and Nemesis: of Ghosts from Dragons
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Chad Meffert
Publisher:
Chad Meffert
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8.1 /10

Processor: 1.7 GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 4 GB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

Additional Notes: 4 GB Available Space

English
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3.20.7.0 Update Notes:

Update Notes:. Groupees bundle keys now going out!:
If you were one of the people who bought the groupees bundle and helped get Incandescent greenlit, first of all thank you.
Second, the steam keys have now gone out and should appear on your games page on groupees: 
https://groupees.com/communitywgn

Thanks again for buying!. Detective Girl of the Steam City ORBITAL Update:
Our team fixed several bugs, improved optimization, removed visual flaws.

We hope you enjoy update!. Twelve Days Of CoaguCo Christmas Coming Soon:
Usually for the holidays we like to do a giveaway for all the folks in the community, and those lurking the the peripheral waiting
for keys. This year we decided to do something much different and, if it works out, something we'll do moving forward. This
year starts the Twelve Days of CoaguCo Christmas!

How's It Work?
Inspired by the lovely game, Pony Island, each of day of CoaguCo Christmas, each of our games will release a new serial key
for every game we have out. The keys will be embedded randomly somewhere in the games. The locations and keys should vary
day by day, depending on how the RNG gods feel.

The process should be automated, for the most part, so new keys should release around the same time each day.

I Aleady Have This Game
If you get a key for a game you already have, we suggest giving it to a friend or donate it back to the community. Don't be a cunt
and sell it.

We'll drop another announcement the day before CoaguCo Christmas begins!. 0.1.8 Released!:
Updates are going a bit slower than I expected.

0.1.8 addresses the following bugs:

- Asteroids inside asteroid missions now always explode on zero hp

- Homing missiles now recalculate their orientation 10 times a second instead of 4 times so they are more likely to hit now. 
NARUTO TO BORUTO: SHINOBI STRIKER - Special Events (25/04 - 09/05):
Special events are now live until 9 May in Naruto to Boruto: Shinobi Striker!

Event 1: BORUTO Campaign
Find free gifts in your gift box: Ninjutsu and costume of Boruto, Sarada and Mitsuki.
(Ninjutsu: Vanishing Rasengan, Green Rain Ground Hold, and Snake Thrust)

Event 2: Special Boost Campaign
During the event period, three boosts will be active at the same time:
-Earn 50% more Training Points from missions and online play.
-Earn 50% more EXP from missions and online play.
-Scroll acquisition rate is increased by 50%.
. Build Update v0.4.2 - Steam Achievements!:
Hello everyboby!

Hope you're doing great! We've just did another quick update:
Achievements unlocked!

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Achievements/achievements.png
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This was very requested by you guys, hope you like them :)

You don't need to play everything again to get the achievements. Next time you play the game, it will automatically check your
current status and give you the achievements you should have to that point.

More news are coming soon! Take care!

The team. The Music of Magic Potion Destroyer #3:
Hi All

The music in Magic Potion Destroyer plays a key role in the story and progression of the game. The developer made sure that
there was a different song for each stage in the game to convey certain elements.

For each track in the game, he will be sharing his comments and thoughts on the tracks.

Today we are moving on to the next section. How many of you have reached these stages?

http://store.steampowered.com/app/676910/Magic_Potion_Destroyer/

STAGE 11~15 [Mansion 1]. Data mining 3 in Steam Store !:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/978450/Data_mining_3/

Game will be available soon)

.
Birthday adventures!:
Noble defenders of Ericuria!

On August, 18 Sphere 3 celebrates its birthday — the world you know and love turns 3 years old! Famous explorers from both
factions return to the capitals to celebrate this momentous occasion, bringing their wondrous zeppelins with them. They
prepared a simple quest chain for your heroes and will reward you with fantastic gifts!
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Look for a Herald in towns, villages and camps to learn more about the explorers and to acquire the first quest in the holiday
chain.
Helping the explorer will give you magnificent rewards including a traits reset scroll!

The quest chain is available to all heroes above lvl 10.

Make haste! On August, 28 the explorers will depart to continue charting the world of Sphere!
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